
The Team Whisperer: Successfully lead a cross-
generation, race & gender team
Benevolent Leadership: How to improve
employee retention ASAP
The Lost Art of Listening: Quieting the voices in
your head so you can hear the message
Annihilate Imposter Syndrome: Achieve
greatness with confidence, clarity, and desire
Get Happier & Healthier Now: 7-steps to
improved health and a body you can love

ELL GRANIEL is a communication expert whose passion for
leadership ignited over three decades ago working as a manager
for 24-Hour Fitness and keynote speaking for influential
companies like Beachbody. Her history spans over 25 years with
research in the neuroscience behind synapse, receptor, and the
reward centers of the brain.

Ell has a degree in Communication, training and certifications in
Neuro-linguistic Programming (NLP), negotiation, personality type
predictors, and authored three international best-selling books.
Her most recent being “The Team Whisperer.”

She is the creator of Truespeak, her inter-personal communication
training company and resides in Honolulu Hawaii.

Say what you
want -

The truth is in
you.

MOST POPULAR TOPICS

Ell Graniel

I was fortunate to have hired Ell Graniel of Truespeak to coach our
Director Consultant Team on Benevolent Leadership. She presented
to a group of diverse professionals that have many years of
experience. We quickly learned that each and every one of us could
lead more effectively in using the skills and tools that Ell
demonstrated on becoming better listeners and how our words can
impact the results we achieve as a team by empowering our
members to take ownership and action. I truly enjoyed the
interaction and learning experience and look forward to more
training for our team.

Website: www.Truespeak.us

Email: info@truespeak.us

 facebook.com/ell.graniel
 
 linkedin.com/in/ellgraniel/
 
 instagram.com/truespeak.us/

Clubhouse: Ell Graniel@Truespeak

Services Include:
Keynote, Interview,
Stages, Virtual,
Podcasts, Breakouts,
1/2 Day Training, 
Full Day Training,
Workshops
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